Star Trek and History

By Nancy R. Reagin

Turner Publishing Company. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Star Trek and History, Nancy R. Reagin, A guide to the history that informs the world of Star Trek --just in time for the next JJ Abrams Star Trek movie For a series set in our future, Star Trek revisits the past constantly. Kirk and Spock battle Nazis, Roman gladiators, and witness the Great Depression. When they’re not doubling back on their own earlier timelines, the crew uses the holodeck to spend time in the American Old West or Victorian England. Alien races have their own complex and fascinating histories, too. The Star Trek universe is a sci-fi imagining of a future world that is rooted in our own human history. Gene Roddenberry created a television show with a new world and new rules in order to comment on social and political issues of the 1960s, from the Vietnam War and race relations to the war on terror and women’s rights. Later Star Trek series and films also grapple with the issues of their own decades: HIV, ecological threats, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and terrorism. How did Uhura spur real-life gender and racial change in the 1960s? Is Kirk...
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Reviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting through reading time. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest publication we have read through during my very own life and may be he best publication for possibly.
-- Mr. Kade Rippin

Very good e book and helpful one. It was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor Lowe IV
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**It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How to Rock 'em**
HarperCollins Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, It's Just a Date: How to Get 'em, How to Read 'em, and How to Rock 'em, Greg Behrendt, Amiira Ruotola-Behrendt, A fabulous new guide to dating co-authored by Greg Behrendt, former writer on...

**Shadows Bright as Glass: The Remarkable Story of One Man's Journey from Brain Trauma to Artistic Triumph**

**Dom's Dragon - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2**
Penguin Books Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Dom's Dragon - Read it Yourself with Ladybird: Level 2, Mandy Ross, One day, Dom finds a little red egg and soon he is the owner of a friendly dragon called Glow! But...

**DK Readers L4: Danger on the Mountain: Scaling the World's Highest Peaks**
DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley). Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, DK Readers L4: Danger on the Mountain: Scaling the World's Highest Peaks, Andrew Donkin, Linda Martin, From blizzards and glaciers on the world’s highest peaks to the challenge of free...

**Sarah's New World: The Mayflower Adventure 1620 (Sisters in Time Series 1)**

**Leave It to Me (Ballantine Reader's Circle)**
Ballantine Books. PAPERBACK. Book Condition: New. 0449003965 12+ Year Old paperback book-Never Read-may have light shelf or handling wear-has a price sticker or price written inside front or back cover-publishers mark-Good Copy- I ship FAST with FREE tracking!!!! * I am a...
Real World article (written from a Production point of view). Star Trek and History is an unlicensed reference book that explores the relationship between the then-entire Star Trek body of television and film productions and the real world in all its aspects, ranging from history through science and philosophy to pop culture. Author/Editor Reagin, a history professor holding three academic degrees, was chairwoman of the Department of Women's and Gender Studies at The State University of New Jersey... WATCH: Star Trek History: What You Leave Behind, Part II. WATCH: Star Trek: The Pod Directive with Justin Simien. VIDEO ESSAY: Seven of Nine was Always Queer. WATCH: Star Trek History: The Inner Light. WATCH: Star Trek: The Pod Directive with Talia Lavin. WATCH: Star Trek History: All Good Things WATCH: Star Trek History: Endgame. WATCH: Star Trek History: Scorpion, Part 1. WATCH: Star Trek: The Pod Directive with Dr. Erin Macdonald. WATCH: Star Trek History: Two Days and Two Nights. Exclusive Clip From Gates McFadden's Upcoming Podcast, InvestiGaël; Check Out an Exclusive Clip from the Star Trek: Lower Decks Blu-â€; WATCH: Star Trek: The Pod Directive with Lauren Lapkus and Nicolâ€; The Next Generation Crew Joins Star Trek Fleet Command. Itâ€™s fair to say that Star Trek is one of the biggest media franchises in popular culture history â€“ 703 episodes are spread across five series (and thatâ€™s not even counting The Animated Series!), buttressed by 13 feature films (including Star Trek Beyond, which releases today). Given that Trek first debuted on September 8, 1966 and has been running nearly continuously ever since (minus the several-year gaps in production here and there), thatâ€™s a considerable period of time to establish a long, convoluted, and heavily-fleshed-out timeline â€“ not just the events of the 729 hours of content themselves, but also in their backstories, some.